SAP Application Migration
to Microsoft Azure
Optimize SAP applications by migrating
to Microsoft Azure

From financial departments, to sales and HR,

Why Migrate SAP applications to Azure

organizations around the globe are looking to
streamline processes and management within their

Moving to the cloud is the first step for the next

business. SAP applications enable organizations

generation ERPs, and by migrating SAP applications

everywhere to successfully, rapidly respond to shifts or
changes, whether they’re developmental bottlenecks,

to Azure with Capgemini’s SAP-certified advisors,
organizations benefit from:

spikes in product demand, or other challenges. And

A cost-efficient cloud journey

as technologies evolve and market demands shift,

Realizes cloud economy of scale for
optimizing a right-sized, commoditized
approach; one customer expects to
realize USD $2-3M in annualized savings

organizations are faced with the need to further
transform by moving these applications to the cloud.
By moving SAP applications to Microsoft Azure,
organizations get the robust automation capabilities
that SAP offers in combination with the benefits of the
cloud, including better data security, scalability, and

Rapid time-to-value
Gain rapid time-to-value with an
on-premises-to-Azure migration that
enables rapid SAP solution provisioning

increased business and IT performance. As a trusted
Microsoft partner, Capgemini has the expertise needed

An agile DevTest environment

to optimize the migration of SAP apps to Azure.

Facilitate an agile DevTest environment
that supports Azure for on-demand
provisioning, CI/CD, and Dev-Ops

Together, Capgemini’s team of Microsoft Azure certified solution

provide everything needed for an SAP migration, from

architects and SAP-certified advisors will help organizations

strategic advisory, prioritization guidance, rapid solution

identify and overcome potential obstacles regarding security,

implementation, SAP landscape management, security

redundancy, reliability, and speed. This team of experts

compliance expertise, and end-to-end managed service.
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Value you can expect from migrating SAP to the cloud
SAP Migrations to the Cloud

Value

Cost
Reduction

Business
Agility

Reliability
and Security

Rapid delivery
of services

Pay-per-use,
consumption-based billing

No hardware
lifecycle management

Multi-tenant and
dedicated options

On-demand capacity
(flexibility)

Reduction or
eliminate CapEx

SLAs match the solution
to the business

Secure and
compliant solutions

Dramatically reduce
procurement lead times

Shared allocation of
management and operation

Respond to changing
market conditions

Highly available resilient &
redundant infrastructure

Data Center
Transformation
Speed
and

Better together:
Capgemini and Microsoft
As a Managed Gold Certified Partner with Microsoft, Capgemini offers customers a unique set of advantages with
a presence in over 35 countries, 5 continents, and supported by more than 24,000 skilled Microsoft professionals.
Capgemini is an early adopter of the SAP Specialized Partner Program. Additionally,
Capgemini is a Microsoft Managed Services Provider, Azure Expert, and one of a few
global Microsoft system integrator partners that has achieved gold competencies across
• Microsoft Cloud Center of Excellence in Gold Cloud Platform
• Application Development

With a complete portfolio
of Microsoft cloud solutions,
Capgemini supports its
customers from cloud
strategy development,

• Cloud Productivity

to managing hybrid

• Hosting

environments that deliver a
cloud first way of working.

Learn more
about us at

www.capgemini.com
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Capgemini contact:
Laurent Gaudillere
Laurent.gaudillere@capgemini.com

